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Lidar-based exploration and discretization for mobile robot planning
Yuxiao Chen, Andrew Singletary, and Aaron D. Ames
Abstract— In robotic applications, the control, and actuation
deal with a continuous description of the system and environ-
ment, while high-level planning usually works with a discrete
description. This paper considers the problem of bridging the
low-level control and high-level planning for robotic systems
via sensor data. In particular, we propose a discretization
algorithm that identifies free polytopes via lidar point cloud
data. A transition graph is then constructed where each node
corresponds to a free polytope and two nodes are connected
with an edge if the two corresponding free polytopes intersect.
Furthermore, a distance measure is associated with each edge,
which allows for the assessment of quality (or cost) of the
transition for high-level planning. For the low-level control, the
free polytopes act as a convenient encoding of the environment
and allow for the planning of collision-free trajectories that
realizes the high-level plan. The results are demonstrated in
high-fidelity ROS simulations and experiments with a drone
and a Segway.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robotic systems are gaining increasing attention in
the past few decades, and their applications can be seen in
transportation, exploration of unknown environments, rescue
missions post disasters, and surveillance missions. One core
functionality is navigation and planning, which has been
studied in the literature for more than 40 years. Several
important tools include occupancy grid [1], [2], optical flow
[3], potential field [4] and roadmap methods [5], [6]. Two
closely related problems are mapping and localization since
the robot needs to gather information about the environment
and localize itself before planning its motion. Existing meth-
ods include occupancy grid [1], [7] and object maps [8],
[9]. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) gained
enormous popularity by combining localization and mapping
[10], [11].
While the above-mentioned methods typically deal with a
continuous state space (or configuration space), a discrete de-
scription of the robot state and task is usually used for high-
level planning as it greatly simplifies the problem and serves
as an abstraction of the continuous motions [12]. Moreover,
working in a discrete space makes it possible for many
powerful planning tools to be applied. One class of tools
is the Markov models, including Markov Decision Processes
(MDP) and Partially Observed Markov Decision reachability
[13], [14], [15]. These models allow for the reasoning of
stochastic transitions and typically aim at maximizing the
expected reward. Another important class is the temporal
logic synthesis tools, which aim at synthesizing controllers
that satisfy temporal logic specifications [16], [17], e.g., “the
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Fig. 1: Segway experiment with free polytopes generated
from point cloud data
robot should visit an area infinitely often,” “once the door
opens, the robot should leave the room within 1 minute.”
Most of the existing high-level control synthesis tools
assume that a discrete description of the system is given,
including the collection of discrete states and the transition
relations. However, for mobile robot applications, such a
discrete system description is usually not given as the natural
operating environment is continuous. One simple approach
is to use a grid, such as an occupancy grid, to discretize the
space. However, there is a tradeoff between accuracy and
scalability. Moreover, the geometry of the grid might not
be aligned with the actual free space, causing the low-level
control and planning layer difficulty in obtaining the geom-
etry information. There exist tools from the formal methods
community that discretizes the state space via reachability
analysis [18], however, this may not be suitable for mobile
robot applications since it assumes the environment to be
completely known and these methods typically do not scale.
This paper presents a lidar-based exploration and dis-
cretization method that explores an unknown environment
and generates a discrete representation of the environment
in the form of a transition graph for high-level planning.
Each discrete state corresponds to a collision-free polytope
(referred to as free polytope for the remainder of the paper)
and an edge exists between two nodes if the corresponding
free polytopes intersect. Once the high-level planning is
done on the transition graph, generating a sequence of
nodes to visit, the free polytopes then provide the geometry
information for the low-level motion planning and control
module.
For the remainder of the paper, Section II present some
preliminaries used in the paper, Section III presents the
core functionality, generating free polytopes from lidar point
























for the mobile robot, and Section V presents the simulation
and experiment results.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first present some preliminaries.
Nomenclature: R and Rn denote the real numbers and the
n-dimensional Euclidean space, respectively. ||x|| denote the
Euclidean distance of a vector x ∈ Rn. Poly(P, q) =
{x | Px ≤ q} denotes a polytope defined with matrix P, q.
For a polytope P , P.V denotes the set of its ver-
tices, P.H denotes the set of its separating hyperplanes.
Conv(S) denotes the convex hull of a set S, ProjS(x)
.
=
arg minz∈S ||x−z|| denotes the projection of the point x onto
a set S. If S is a polytope, the projection can be obtained
with quadratic programming; if S is a union of polytopes, the
projection is obtained by projecting x onto every polytope
in the union and take the point with minimum distance. For
a discrete set S, |S| denotes its cardinality. For a compact
set S, int(S) is its interior, and ∂S denotes its boundary.
Transition graphs. The outcome of the proposed discretiza-
tion algorithm is a transition graph, which consists of a
collection of nodes V , a collection of edges E, and a distance
function E → R. The nodes in the transition graph are the
free polytopes generated from the lidar point cloud, and an
edge exists between two nodes if the two free polytopes
intersect. Two nodes are connected if there exists a path
that connects them. The path of the minimum total distance
can be efficiently solved with the Dijkstra algorithm or the
A∗ algorithm. Later we shall show how we maintain the
transition graph while exploring an unknown environment.
Remark 1. The transition graph can be modified to a
Markov decision process if the transition probability can be
estimated. This may be desirable in cases such as a rover
traversing rough terrains.
IRIS. The core of the discretization process is to construct
free polytopes, i.e., polytopic sets in the state space that are
collision-free, from lidar point clouds. We adopt the Iterative
Regional Inflation by Semidefinite programming (IRIS) [19]
algorithm as the main computation engine. There exist other
algorithms such as fitting free balls in [20], but we found
polytopes particularly appealing due to the convenience of
encoding the free space in low-level planning, and the free
space constructed from IRIS tend to be larger than other algo-
rithms. The IRIS algorithm works by iteratively alternating
between two steps: (1) a quadratic program that generates
a set of hyperplanes to separate a convex region of space
from the set of obstacles and (2) a semidefinite program
that finds a maximum-volume ellipsoid inside the polytope
intersection of the obstacle-free half-spaces defined by those
hyperplanes. The input to the algorithm is a collection of
polytopic obstacles and a starting location, and the output is
a collision-free polytope. See [19] for more details.
III. FREE POLYTOPES FROM LIDAR
This section presents the core functionality, generating
free polytopes from lidar point cloud. There are three main
modules of the for this process: (1) preprocessing of the point
cloud into polytopic obstacles (2) constructing free polytope
with IRIS (3) post-processing of the free polytope.
Preprocessing the point cloud. To begin with, the raw point
cloud data need to be filtered to remove the noisy points. In
addition, the point cloud needs to be grouped into polytopic
obstacles, which is used in the second step by the IRIS
algorithm. We combine the two tasks into one algorithm,
summarized in Algorithm 1. It takes the lidar’s position xr
and the point cloud C as inputs, and outputs a collection
of polytopic obstacles, where the following subroutines are
used:
• CROP POINT CLOUD(xr, C, d) crops the point cloud
points so that the maximum distance to the robot
position xr is d.
• RANDOM SELECT(C) randomly selects a seed point
from the point cloud C.
• GET NEIGHBORS(C, xs) returns all neighboring points
in C within a ball around xs.
• REGRESSION(Cs) performs linear regression to fit a






• GROW PLANE(C, xs, k, c, ε1, ε2||xr − xs||) grows a set
Cp consisting of points satisfying ||kᵀx + c|| < ε1
and the minimum distance between x and other points
within Cp is smaller than ε2 times ||xr − xs||, the
distance between the robot position and the seed point.
We make the threshold proportional to the distance
from the point cloud to the robot because the distance
between points in the point cloud grows linearly with
distance to the robot. Cp is initialized as {xs} with
only one element, the seed point. Then it iteratively
add points in C that satisfies the two conditions until
no point can be added.
During each iteration, if |Cp| is larger than the threshold
n3, its convex hull is added to the obstacle set and Nfail
drops to zero; otherwise Nfail increase by 1. If the procedure
fails n2 times in a row, the process is terminated.
Proposition 1. Algorithm 1 terminates in finite time
Proof. For every n2 iterations, at least n3 points are removed
from C, therefore the while loop terminates in finite intera-
tions.
Algorithm 1 turns the point cloud data into a collection
of polytopic obstacles. In the meantime, noisy points are
removed as they are often separated from the rest of the
points and thus cannot be merged into any of the polytopic
obstacles. We then need to construct an obstacle-free set
given the obstacles, which is done by IRIS. The bound for
IRIS is chosen as a box that contains all the points in C so
that the polytope obtained by IRIS does not “slip out” of the
point cloud.
Postprocessing the free polytopes. Once the free polytope
P is generated by IRIS, it is postprocessed before added to
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Algorithm 1 Preprocessing of point cloud
1: procedure PREPROCESSING(xr, C, d, n1, n2, n3, ε1, ε2)
2: CROP POINT CLOUD(xr, C, d)
3: O ← ∅,Nfail ← 0
4: while |C| ≥ n1 and Nfail < n2 do
5: Cs ← RANDOM SELECT(C)
6: Cs ← GET NEIGHBORS(C, xs)
7: k, c← REGRESSION(Cs)
8: Cp ←GROW PLANE(C, xs, k, c, ε1, ε2||xr−xs||)
9: if |Cp| > n3 then
10: Add Conv(Cp) to O, C ← C\Cp
11: Nfail ← 0
12: else





the graph of connected free polytopes G. First, the polytope
is shrunk as follows:
P = P 	 B(0, r), (1)
where 	 is the Minkowski difference and B(0, r) is a ball
at the origin with radius r, which is the radius of the robot
collision circle. This makes P at least r distance from any
obstacle, thus the robot only need to keep its coordinate
within P . For polytopes, the shrinking operation is simple.
Assume that P = Poly(P, q), we have
P 	 B(0, r) = Poly(P, q′),
q′i = qi − r||Pi||,
where Pi is the ith row of P , qi is the ith entry of q.
Before adding P to the union of free polytopes FS =⋃
i
Pi, we would like to reduce the size of intersections
between P and existing free polytopes in FS . This is
because each free polytope represents a discrete state in
the high-level planning module, and it is preferred that the
overlap between the free polytopes is minimized. To do this,
a polytope slicing algorithm is developed.
The idea is to add additional separating hyperplanes to the
new polytope P so that (1) no point that is not contained in
the existing free polytopes in FS is removed (2) the overlap
between P and FS is minimized. Fig. 2 demonstrates one
example with P1 and P2 intersecting, and H is the desired
hyperplane. First observe that in order to keep any point
x ∈ P2, x /∈ P1, if we only add one new polytope, the
smallest polytope is Conv(P1\P1). In fact, Conv(P1\P1)
turns out to be the set we seek in the simple case where only
one new polytope is added. To illustrate the idea, consider the
situation depicted in Fig. 2 with two polytopes P1 and P2,
P2 being the new polytope to be added. Let P1,2
.
= P1∩P2,
which is a polytope itself. Its vertices can be categorized
into three types: (1) vertices of P1, characterized as V1
.
=
{v ∈ P1,2.V |v ∈ int(P2)} (2) vertices of P2, denoted as
Fig. 2: Adding an additional hyperplane H to P2 to reduce
the overlap between P1 and P2.
V2
.
= {v ∈ P1,2.V |v ∈ int(P1)} (3) new vertices generated
by the intersection, V3
.
= {v ∈ P1,2.V |v ∈ ∂P1 ∩ ∂P2}.
Proposition 2. Conv(P1\P2) can be computed as
Conv(P1\P2) = Conv((P1.V \V1) ∪ V3).
Proof. First we show Conv((P1.V \V1) ∪ V3) ⊆
Conv(P1\P2). This is straightforward since the set
P1.V \V1) ∪ V3 ⊆ P1\P2. To show the other direction,
note that convex hull preserves vertices, i.e., the vertices
of Conv(P1\P2) is a subset of P1.V ∪ V3. For any
v ∈ V1, since it is a vertice of P1, one can find a
separating hyperplane between v and P1.V \v ∪ V3.
Therefore, v /∈ Conv(P1\P2). Similarly, all of
V2 is not inside Conv(P2\P1). Now consider the
potential vertices of Conv(P1\P2), we know that
V1 is not inside Conv(P1\P2), so what is left is
(P1.V \V1) ∪ V3, and since convex hull preserves vertices,
Conv((P1\P2) ⊆ Conv(P1.V \V1) ∪ V3).
In practice, the situation can be more complicated. For
example, the new free polytope can intersect with multiple
existing free polytopes, P1\P2 can be disconnected, in
which case further shrinking is possible by splitting P1 and
add multiple new polytopes. However, note that any new
separating hyperplane H that is added to shrink P1 is always
purely determined by some vertices within V3, therefore, we
can enumerate all hyperplanes determined by vertices in V3
to shrink and split P1 into polytopes that preserves all the
newly found free space and minimizes overlap. We omit the
details here.
The process of shrinking a new free polytope and adding
to the existing union of free polytopes is summarized in
Algorithm 2, where P ∩ H denotes the intersection of P
and the halfspace generated by H, and ADD CRITERIA is a
procedure that determines whether a new polytope should be
added to FS based on whether the new free polytope leads
to a sufficient growth of the total free space.
IV. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
This section presents the system design for the mobile
robot that carries the lidar to perform the discretization task.
We do not specify a particular type of mobile robot, but
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Algorithm 2 Adding new free space
1: procedure ADD NEW POLY(P,FS)
2: Hs← ∅
3: for P ′ ∈ FS do
4: Calculate (P ∩ P ′).V , Identify V1, V2, V3
5: Hs← Hs ∪ {Conv(V3).H}
6: end for
7: for H ∈ Hs do
8: if ADD CRITERIA(FS,P ∩H) then




rather treat the robot as a point mass with a radius r that
can be ordered to move around with the help of the low-level
planning and control layer. In the simulation and experiment
section, we use an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and a
Segway as the mobile robot.
There are three key components for the mapping and
discretization task: (1) high-level planning module (2) low-
level planning and control module (3) mapping module
High-level planning module. The high-level planning mod-
ule plans the desired waypoint for the mobile robot to visit
next, which does not consider the robot dynamics and there
is no safety guarantee. We adopt the planner design in [21]
which works in tandem with the Octomap library [22] and
utilizes the point cloud data to identify the visited space
and the frontier of exploration. To ensure safety, the desired
waypoint given by the planner is projected to FS as the
actual waypoint. At the beginning of the operation, it is
assumed that the mobile robot starts at an initial condition
with sufficient clearance around it. The mobile robot will
first identify the first free polytope at the initial position and
add it to FS before it starts moving towards the waypoint
given by the high-level planning module.
Low-level planning and control module. The low-level
planning and control module receives the waypoint from
the high-level planning module and plans a path towards
the waypoint based on the dynamics of the mobile robot. In
the Segway example, we tested a Model Predictive Control
(MPC) controller and a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)-
based controller to plan the trajectory to the waypoint and
calculate the torque input for the Segway. In the UAV
example, a PD controller is used to track the desired velocity
pointing at the waypoint, and a Control Barrier Function
(CBF) supervisory controller directly using lidar point clouds
runs on top of the PD controller to make sure that the UAV
is not colliding with any obstacles, see [21] for detail.
Mapping module. The mapping module mainly uses the
lidar-based free polytope generation described in Section III
with some auxiliary functions.
First, a transition graph G is maintained with nodes being
the free polytopes and an edge exists between two free
polytopes if they intersect. For each free space P , its centroid
CP is also stored with P in G. Each edge is associated
Fig. 3: Transition between free polytopes.
with two objects, the centroid of the intersection of the two
free polytopes, and the transition cost. The estimation of the
transition cost differs in different applications. We simply
take it to be the distance of the path connecting the two
centroids that pass through the centroid of the intersection:
d(P1,P2) = ||CP1 − CP1∩P2 ||+ ||CP2 − CP1∩P2 ||.
For ground robots such as the Segway, it can depend on
information about the terrain and the difficulty of passing.
The benefit of storing the centroid of P1 ∩ P2 is that the
straight path from the centroid of P1 to CP1∩P2 is guaranteed
to lie within P1, the same is true for P2. Therefore, as long
as the mobile robot can follow straight paths, a collision-free
transition from P1 to P2 can be achieved.
The overall exploration strategy for the robot is sum-
marized in Algorithm 3. x is the current position of the
robot, FS is the free space consisting of multiple free
polytopes, and G is the transition graph. The robot oper-
ates in two modes, SCAN and MOVE. In SCAN mode, the
robot would gather the point cloud and execute subrou-
tines UPDATE FREE SPACE and UPDATE DISCRETE GRAPH
to update the free space FS and the transition graph G. In
MOVE mode, the robot would navigate itself to xdes while
staying inside the free space FS . Since the current position
of the robot x and the waypoint xdes may not share the
same free polytope, we use GENERATE X NEXT to generate
an intermediate waypoint to navigate the robot to xdes, which
is done with the following 3 steps:
• identify free polytopes P1 and P2 that contains x and
xdes, respectively,
• do Dijkstra search to obtain a discrete path from P1 to
P2,
• if x ∈ P2, return xnext = xdes, else, return a point
inside the intersection of P1 and the next free polytope
on the discrete path.
Fig. 3 shows an example run of the GENERATE X NEXT
subroutine where the intermediate waypoint is inside the
intersection of P1 and P2, which ensures that the straight
path from x to xnext is within P1.
This subroutine together with the NAVITATION ensures
that x can reach xdes while staying inside FS . When the
planner sends a new waypoint xdes, it is projected onto FS
as the new waypoint for the robot.
Remark 2. The free polytopes can also be used by other
navigation algorithms. One particular example is the model
predictive control, in which the state predictions are con-






Algorithm 3 Autonomous exploration and discretization
1: mode← SCAN, FS ← ∅, G ← (∅, ∅), xdes ← x,
2: while ¬ TERMINATE do
3: if mode == SCAN then
4: FS ← UPDATE FREE SPACE(x,FS)
5: G ← UPDATE DISCRETE GRAPH(FS)
6: mode← MOVE
7: else if mode == MOVE then
8: xnext ← GENERATE X NEXT(x, xdes,G,FS)
9: NAVIGATE(xnext)




14: if New waypoint then
15: xdes ← RECEIVE WAYPOINT()





i Pi is the collection of free polytopes, and each
Pi = {x|Aix ≤ bi} is defined with linear constraints. The
above constraint can be conveniently encoded as a mixed-
integer linear constraint, and be efficiently solved.
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We demonstrate the proposed algorithm with two exam-
ples. The first example is a ROS simulation of a drone
carrying a Velodyne lidar exploring a mining cave. The
second example is the experiment of a Segway robot carrying
a D435 Realsense camera that maps the lab environment.
A. Drone simulation
The ROS simulation uses a 17-dimensional quadrotor
model. The state vector x = [r,v,q,w,Ω]ᵀ where r is the
position [x, y, z]ᵀ in R3, v is the velocity [vx, vy, vz]ᵀ in
the world frame, q is the quaternion [qw, qx, qy, qz]ᵀ, w is
the angular velocity vector [wx, wy, wz]ᵀ in the body frame,
and Ω is the vector of angular velocities of the propellers,
[Ω1,Ω2,Ω3,Ω4]
ᵀ. The control input is the voltages applied
at the motors u = [V1, V2, V3, V4]ᵀ. The drone is equipped
with a Velodyne lidar, which is simulated with the velodyne
simulator ROS package [23]. A snapshot of the ROS simu-
lation is shown in Fig. 4, where the drone follows the path
planned by the planner and the point cloud are demonstrated
with colors. The point cloud of the Velodyne simulator is
omnidirectional, and is fed to the preprocessing algorithm
in Algorithm 1 to generate the set of obstacles. IRIS then
calculates a free space from the set of obstacles. Fig. 5 shows
the free space generated by the drone, which contains 136
free polytopes after 18 minutes of run time. The blue curve
shows the trajectory of the drone while mapping the mining
cave environment. The 136 polytopes form a connected free
space FS where the drone can reach any point in FS from
any other points in FS .
Fig. 4: Snapchot of the ROS simulation.
Fig. 5: Free polytopes generated in the UAV simulation.
B. Segway experiment
The algorithm is also tested with experiments on a Seg-
way platform. The Segway is custom made with 7 states:
x = [X,Y, v, θ, θ̇, ψ, ψ̇], where X , Y are the Cartesian
coordinates, v is the forward velocity, θ and ψ are the
yaw and pitch angle. The input is the torque of the two
motors. The Segway is equipped with a D435 Realsense
depth camera with a 86◦×57◦ field of view and 10m range.
The D435 camera generates a colored point cloud, yet we
treat it as an uncolored point cloud. Since the point cloud is
not omnidirectional, the Segway would turn 360◦ to obtain
point cloud in every direction before updating FS .
We use an extended Kalman filter to obtain the pose
estimation of the Segway, which relies on an IMU, two
wheel encoders, and a T265 Realsense tracking camera for
sensor input. The NAVIGATION module orders the Segway
to follow straight lines between its current position and
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Fig. 6: Segway exploration of AMBER lab.
the intermediate waypoint xnext by sending velocity and
yaw rate command, which is then tracked with a low-level
controller designed with LQR.
Fig. 6 shows the Segway experiment inside the AMBER
lab with obstacles such as tables, boxes, and walls. Fig.
6(a) shows the free polytopes, the trajectory of the Segway
in blue, and the spots of scanning in red crosses with the
numbers showing the order of the scans. Fig. 6(b) shows
the free polytopes in the actual environment. The Segway
performed 7 scans, resulting in 6 free polytopes (one of the
scans did not find free polytopes worthy of adding to FS),
and the Segway stayed inside FS throughout the experiment.
A video of the experiment can be found in LINK. It is
noticed that one of the free polytopes intersects with the
box obstacles, which is probably due to the preprocessing
module removing points in the point cloud that are actually
obstacles.
Fig. 7 shows the raw point cloud from the depth camera
during the experiment with the Segway position in the
middle figure. Snapshot (a) was taken at the beginning of
the experiment, (b) was taken before the second scan, (c)
was taken during the third scan when the Segway was facing
the boxes, and (d) was taken during the fifth scan. Snapshot
(b) showed that the laser beams passed through the glass
windows and missed the glass surface, which is the reason
why the algorithm did not work well when we tested in a
hallway surrounded by giant glass windows.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We propose a lidar-based exploration and discretization
algorithm that generates a collection of free polytopes for
Fig. 7: Point cloud data from D435 depth camera during
experiment
mobile robot navigation. The goal is to bridge the gap
between high-level planning, which deals with a discrete
representation of the environment, and low-level planning,
which deals with a continuous representation of the environ-
ment. On the high-level, the discretization algorithm gener-
ates a transition graph, which can be used by path planning
algorithms such as A∗ and temporal logic planning tools
such as Tulip. With an estimation of transition probability,
high-level planning can also be solved as a Markov decision
process. On the low-level, the free polytopes are a convenient
encoding of the environment geometry, which can be used
to plan collision-free trajectories via tools such as Model
Predictive Control.
However, we acknowledge that the proposed algorithm
needs improvement under the presence of moving obstacles,
and existing problems with lidar sensors still exist, such as
handling special materials like glass.
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